
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Senior Plant Technician (ITS)

Job Code: 167754

OT Eligible:

Comp Approval:

Drives the delivery and maintenance of network installations (e.g., services, repairs, and upgrades 
of both inside plant and outside plant communication distribution systems). Responsible for 
customer relations, cabling repair and installation, documentation, and more. Responds to 
customer issues and concerns, and provides troubleshooting and remediation of infrastructure 
voice/data equipment and services. Offers innovative solutions to ensure ITS meets both current 
and future network service needs for a broad range of key stakeholders in administrative and 
academic units. Demonstrates ITS values in action.

JOB SUMMARY:

JOB ACCOUNTABILITIES:

*E/M/NA % TIME

Yes

12/2/2019

______ Manages the maintenance and documentation of all underground utility fiber, 
copper splices, ducts, and vaults, building intermediate and main distribution 
frames (IDFs and MDFs) on existing university AutoCAD files. Evaluates existing 
systems and equipment to determine if they require expansion, modification, or 
replacement and communicates system needs to relevant university stakeholders.

______

______ Drives the day-to-day availability, performance, and operational integrity of network 
operations by managing network assets across campus. Supports day-to-day 
network field service operations, implementations, and upgrades (e.g., DigAlerts, 
university cable service requests). Installs, tests, and repairs horizontal wiring, 
risers, and underground fiber-optic and copper cables across university buildings 
and other facilities.

______

______ Performs system maintenance, working closely with data-, voice-, and 
infrastructure-engineering teams to minimize service disruptions and facilitate new 
service installations. Establishes constructive relationships with both internal and 
external customer bases to enhance process flow and problem resolution. 
Consistently keeps customers informed of progress through timely written and oral 
communications. Responds to customer needs and concerns to better identify 
issues and improve customer experience.

______

______ Maintains currency with emerging technology and best practices, leveraging the 
latest industry knowledge to support the network engineering team’s vision and 
facilitate continuous field services improvements. Builds and maintains 
collaborative relationships with team members and ITS leaders. Actively embodies 
ITS values and behaviors (e.g., accountability, ethics, customer service). 
Contributes to a culture of trust and transparency by sharing information broadly, 
openly, and deliberately.

______

*Select E (ESSENTIAL), M (MARGINAL) or NA (NON-APPLICABLE) to denote importance of 

each job function to position.

Performs other related duties as assigned or requested.  The university reserves 
the right to add or change duties at any time.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE/RECOVERY:

Essential: No
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JOB QUALIFICATIONS:

SIGNATURES:

Employee: _____________________________________  Date:_____________________________

Supervisor: ____________________________________  Date:_____________________________

The above statements are intended to describe the general nature and level of work being 

performed.  They are not intended to be construed as an exhaustive list of all responsibilities, 

duties and skills required of personnel so classified.

In the event of an emergency, the employee holding this position is required to 
“report to duty” in accordance with the university’s Emergency Operations Plan 
and/or the employee’s department’s emergency response and/or recovery 
plans.  Familiarity with those plans and regular training to implement those 
plans is required.  During or immediately following an emergency, the employee 
will be notified to assist in the emergency response efforts, and mobilize other 
staff members if needed.

Yes

Minimum Education:

Bachelor's degree

Combined experience/education as substitute for minimum education

Minimum Experience:

5 years

Preferred Education:

Bachelor's degree

Preferred Experience:

8 years

Minimum Field of Expertise:

Valid California driver's license. Experience delivering reliable and quality network service 
within a higher education environment, supporting large-scale network implementations 
and upgrades. Demonstrated experience implementing newly designed large-scale network 
infrastructure. Extensive experience with installation of infrastructure cabling to industry and 
university standards, working in confined spaces in accordance with all safety protocols. 
Proven experience with fiber/copper/network testing tools, splicing and testing indoor and 
outdoor fiber and copper, and troubleshooting copper/fiber cables used in voice/data 
systems. Exemplary collaboration, communication, and technical documentation skills, with 
experience reading floor plans and site plans, and developing network flow diagrams. 
Experience working on data center, network, or other enterprise-wide technical 
consolidations. Experience in Microsoft office (Word, Excel, Visio) and Adobe programs.

Preferred Field of Expertise:

Bachelor's degree in computer science, computer information systems, information 
technology, or relevant field. Experience in IT, higher education, or other relevant fields.
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